
In I love you don&#8217;t leave me, a series encompassing photography, installation, and performance art, artist Patricia Carr Morgan extolls the heroic splendor of glaciers &#8212; and exposes their vulnerability. Ten
percent of land area on Earth is covered by glacial ice, which stores around 69% of the world&#8217;s fresh water, but these majestic landforms are melting at an alarming rate. An estimated 95% of the oldest and
thickest ice in the Arctic is already gone, and more than a third of the world&#8217;s remaining glaciers will melt before 2100. Patricia Carr Morgan, Greenland 2015-2016Morgan&#8217;s sweeping, panoramic captures
are both an elegy and a celebration, portraying glaciers in their fleeting grandeur. Her earliest images, taken over ten years ago, were a happy accident; she was on a trip to Antarctica accompanying her husband, who is
an avid bird watcher, when she first came across the massive ice forms.After crossing the Southern Ocean, I was quickly overwhelmed by the scale of unending whiteness. It was intimidating and dangerous, but it was
also the most sublime piece of earth I had ever seen, Morgan told Hyperallergic. I was in love. Patricia Carr Morgan, Antarctica, 2008-2016In that euphoric moment, as she reveled in the seemingly unshakeable strength
of the ice masses, Morgan caught a visceral glimpse of their fragility. I saw the glacierâ€™s crevasses crack, heard them crash into the sea, felt the water swell, and, with only a whisper, watched as they floated away and
disappeared into the warming sea, she said. &#8216;I love you donâ€™t leave me&#8217; is a plea of mourning.Patricia Carr Morgan, Greenland 2008-2018, from Altered States, archival pigment print on Museo Silver
Rag paper, 22 x 31Morgan printed the photographs of the glaciers and began manipulating them in different ways, aiming to highlight their ephemerality without losing sight of their elegance. In one body of work within the
series, titled Altered States (2008-2018), the artist printed the photographs and defaced the two-dimensional images by applying carbon-based pigments and coal particles to their surface. Some have suffered the abuse
and passage of time passed on through expired film, she told Hyperallergic. Here, the glacier is almost gone.Glaciers around the globe have been melting rapidly since the 1900s, primarily due to human activity. The
burning of fossil fuels produces greenhouse gas emissions that increase the temperature of the atmosphere. As the glaciers dwindle, they calve off into the sea, contributing to rising water levels. Glacial disappearance
has disastrous consequences on wildlife and human life, leaving many species without a home and disturbing the balance of Earth&#8217;s ecosystem. If emissions continue unchecked, the Arctic could be ice-free in the
summer as soon as 2040, scientists project. With I love you don&#8217;t leave me, Morgan hopes to increase awareness of glacier retreat and illustrate the enormity of our loss. Iâ€™m sharing my love and sorrow in
hopes of encouraging others to accept positive change and take action, Morgan says.A Photographer Captures the Majesty of Glaciers, and Their Tragic Disappearance is from Hyperallergic, a forum for serious, playful,
and radical thinking about art in the world today.  Actor, filmmaker, and artist John Waters is stepping up to help the Baltimore Museum of Art (BMA) in times of need. Waters, a Baltimore native, has pledged the majority
of his private collection â€” 375 works by 125 artists â€” to the museum, which recently faced fierce backlash for its decision to deaccession three paintings in its collection. (The sale was halted hours before a planned
Sothebyâ€™sÂ auction).Waters&#8217;s gift includes works by artists including Diane Arbus, Nan Goldin, Roy Lichtenstein, Richard Prince, Cindy Sherman, Cy Twombly, Andy Warhol, and Christopher Wool. The
collection also includes about 90 prints, sculptures, mixed-media, and video pieces by Waters, which will make the BMA home to the largest collection of his work.The generous gift follows a major retrospective of
Waters&#8217;s work, titled Indecent Exposure, which opened at the BMA in the fall of 2018. In a statement, Waters said that his relationship with his hometown museum started long ago, when he bought a two-dollar
Joan MirÃ³ poster at BMA&#8217;s gift shop as a child in the 1950s.Tadashi Kawamata,&nbsp;Destruction no. 8 (2016) from the collection of John Waters (courtesy the Baltimore Museum of Art)â€œAfter taking [the
poster] home and hanging it on my bedroom wall at my parentsâ€™ house, I realized from the hostile reaction of my neighborhood playmates that art could provoke, shock, and cause trouble, the artist said. I became a
collector for life. Itâ€™s only fitting that the fruits of my 60-year search for new art that could startle, antagonize, and infuriate even me, ends up where it all began â€” in my hometown museum.â€•The celebrated cult
artist, who has earned the moniker Pope of Trash, included a stipulation in the terms of the gift stating that the museum is not allowed to sell the works. The museum also agreed to Waters&#8217;s playful request to
name a rotunda and two restrooms after him. â€œThey thought I was kidding and I said, â€˜No, Iâ€™m serious,â€™â€• the artist told the&nbsp;Baltimore Sun. â€œItâ€™s in the spirit of the artwork I collect, which has a
sense of humor and is confrontational and minimalist and which makes people crazy.â€•John Waters Promises Art Collection to the Baltimore Museum (If It Names Its Restrooms After Him) is from Hyperallergic, a forum
for serious, playful, and radical thinking about art in the world today.  MILWAUKEE, WI â€” Stirred by his proximity to the Pacific Ocean, Khari Turner realized during a residency at Iris Project in Venice, CA, that global
bodies of water held personal and universal histories, as well as spiritual consonance. The result was 21 new paintings exploring this underlying theme.Khari Turner, Iâ€™m the Shining Star (2020), acrylic, ink, ocean
water, Milwaukee River, Lake Michigan, Southern Point of Manhattan water on paper, 50 x 36 inches (photo by the artist)Lake Michigan, in Turnerâ€™s home town of Milwaukee, was already folded into his childhood as a
place of reflection. Midwestern waterways served as tributaries of hope for his family and countless others during the Great Migration. When he moved to New York City to attend the MFA program at Columbia University
in 2019, echoes of slave ships, transport, and displacement lingered at the Atlantic coastline. â€œI see Black people as the ocean,â€• Turner said in an email to Hyperallergic. His male figures are indeed awash with
global histories of triumph and struggle.&nbsp;Turner not only physically mixes his paint with water from these sources but also drips, splashes, and swooshes gestures that integrate the human form with tidal momentum.
Monumental figures dissolve from solid to fluid with fervently graceful paint handling. By isolating the noses and lips of each figure, Turner celebrates these attributes while marking the ever-present tensions of visibility. An
impressively tender range of emotions consistently surfaces in his work.Â Khari Turner, Wash Over Me (2020), acrylic, oil, ocean water, Milwaukee River, Lake Michigan, Southern Point of Manhattan water on canvas, 48
x 36 inches (photo by the artist)Khari Turner: Soles of My People continues through January 2, 2021 at NÅŒ Studios (1037 West McKinley Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin).Â Tender, Yet Monumental Figures Crafted
From the Tides is from Hyperallergic, a forum for serious, playful, and radical thinking about art in the world today.  Gurbanguly Berdymukhamedov, the ruler of Turkmenistan, really loves his dog. He cherishes it so much
that he erected a statue in its honor in the country&#8217;s capital city of Ashgabat.The Central Asian shepherd (a breed locally known as Alabai) is immortalized in a 19-foot gold-coated bronze at an Ashgabat
roundabout. A screen wrapped around the pedestal plays videos of Alabai dogs playing, protecting sheep, and living their lives. The statue evokes similarities to another gold statue in a nearby junction featuring
Berdymukhamedov on horseback.  The canine statue was unveiled on Tuesday, November 1o, in a festive ceremony overseen by Berdymukhamedov. As part of the ceremony, an elder handed an Alabai puppy to a
young boy, symbolizing the dogâ€™s significance in local culture throughout generations. Meanwhile, Turkmenistanâ€™s president Gurbanguly Berdymukhamedov has just unveiled a gisnt statue of his favorite dog
pic.twitter.com/NSlIlXbAoH&mdash; Piotr Zalewski (@p_zalewski) November 12, 2020Turkmenistanâ€™s state news agency&nbsp;proclaimed that the statue captures the â€œdignity and self-assurednessâ€• of the
native canine, which is considered the country&#8217;s national dog. Berdymukhamedov, a self-styled author and poet, had previously expressed his love for the dogs in a special book and a poem. He even gifted an
Alabai puppy to Russia&#8217;s President Vladimir Putin in 2017.   As Berdymukhamedov continues to enforce his cult of personality and autocratic rule over Turkmenistan, the former Soviet state is sliding into food
shortages in an economic emergency exasperated by the COVID-19 pandemic. In a recent report, Human Rights Watch accused the Turkmen government of failing to address the crisis and denying the existence of
poverty in the country despite skyrocketing unemployment and widespread food insecurity.â€œTurkmenistanâ€™s government has prioritized the countryâ€™s image over peopleâ€™s well-being,â€• said&nbsp;Rachel
Denber, deputy Europe and Central Asia director at Human Rights Watch. â€œWith no effort to identify and assist the people most in need at this critical moment, Turkmenistan is callously neglecting the most basic
norms of human rights, which include the right to food.â€•Turkmenistan Ruler Unveils a 19-Foot Golden Statue of His Favorite Dog is from Hyperallergic, a forum for serious, playful, and radical thinking about art in the
world today.  This essay is excerpted from Blackspace: On the Poetics of an Afrofuture, by AnaiÌˆs Duplan, published by Black Ocean. * &nbsp; &nbsp;* &nbsp; &nbsp;*â€œWhatever a person wants to get out of art, life
has more of it, and artâ€™s duty is to take on a managerial relationship to the sensory by existing in a state of uidity, even precarityâ€”and in this ephemeral state it haunts life, it folds all life into it.â€•â€”Manuel Arturo
Abreu, â€œAgainst the Supremacy of Thoughtâ€•After practice one day, the other girls on my high school varsity tennis team walked o the courts and sat in a circle on the grass to stretch their legs and pack up their stuff.
Josephine, the team captain, announced to everyone else how badly she needed to shave her legs. Laughing, the other girls chimed in about the unkempt states of their own leg hair situations. Standing, as it was in my
nature to do, awkwardly off to the side, I realized Iâ€™d never thought to shave any part of my body. Not even once. That night, I ducked into the supermarket on my walk home and bought myself a razor and some
shaving cream.The next day, in physics class, I asked a tall, shaggy-haired lacrosse player named Tyler if I could borrow his jacket, taking my voice up about a half-octave and pretending I was cold by wrapping my arms
across my chest. He gave me the jacket. I tried my best to hide my surprise. Tyler had never been particularly nice to me before, or even really noticed me, but there he was, smiling a sweet boyish smile in my direction.
Somewhere in my mind, I made a note: if you want boys to pay attention to you, shave your legs and act like you need help.To my lesbian motherâ€™s delight, I came out during my senior year of high school. But my
relationship with my girlfriend at the time didnâ€™t last very long. Though I couldnâ€™t have articulated this to myself then, I couldnâ€™t make love to Maggie the way I wanted to. I was missing the body parts I thought I
needed, and my feelings of dysphoria plagued our relationship. After we broke up, I un-came out to my mother. I dated men almost exclusively for years, despite the fact that I wanted to be the men I dated more than I
wanted to date them.Since beginning hormone therapy, sex with men doesnâ€™t plague me â€” but for a long time, I hid my dysphoria from myself by convincing myself that if I could get the right man to love me, my
feelings of emptiness and incompleteness would go away. Not only did that stop working (itâ€™s hard to say whether it ever really worked in the first place), but it also turns out that most male attention felt more or less
predatory to me while I continued to ignore the excessive amounts of toxic shame I was walking around with.Like being a child forever, being a woman in our society tends to mean having weakness and vulnerability
projected onto you. Before I was sure I was trans*, I hesitated to transition
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